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CME-LCH Basis

Furthermore, it substantially increases from June 2015.15

The CME-LCH basis is economically significant. For example, for an indicative

average basis of 2bps, LCH client sell (i.e. fixed rate receiving) trades in plain

vanilla swaps, across all maturities, would be gaining approximately an additional

$80 million daily if they were to execute at CME-prevailing prices.16 A similar

calculation shows that the cost to LCH net selling clients would be around $3mn

daily.

Figure 1: Average CME-LCH basis (in bps) in USD-denominated IRS contracts as defined
in equation (9). The time period is Jan 2014-Jun 2016.

Given that we observe dealer-specific trades on LCH, we also define a proxy

15The increase in the CCP basis could be associated with the phased-in implementation of the
Basel III liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), which requires banks to hold high quality liquid asset
(HQLA) against their estimated 30 daysâ cash outflow. IM is counted as cash outflow with a
penalization of 20%, i.e., 1 unit of IM counting as 1.2 units of cash outflow. The LCR requirement
became e↵ective from Jan 1, 2015 at 60% rate and rose to 70% in 2016. This has likely further
increased the cost of IM for dealers. See https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d354.pdf.

16The average LCH daily client sell volume, in USD swap contracts, is $48 billion during our
sample period and the volume-weighted average maturity of these contracts is 9.7 years. Thus,
a rough estimate of the cost to LCH sellers, associated with the basis, can be calculated as:
2bps ⇥ 10�4 ⇥ $48bn⇥ ⇡ $80mn.
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Model

I Fundamental value: µt = µt−1 + εt, εt ∼ N (0, σ2)

I Liquidity traders: exogenous demand, net buyer for CME and net seller for LCH

I Dealer: Competitive, linear collateral requirement

I Arbitrageurs: no collateral requirement
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Predictions

I CCP basis increasing in the amount of collateral

I CCP basis decreasing in the number of arbitrageurs

I CCP basis increasing in dealer’s credit risk

I CCP basis increasing in dealers’s inventory imbalance
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Suggestions

I Compelling story for CCP basis

I Nice model

I Address a confounding story

I Static model, or unique predictions from the dynamic model?
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Confounding Story: Adverse Selection

Dealers also charge a spread—bid-ask spread—to cover adverse selection cost
(Glosten-Milgrom):

a Dealer c
interest rate swap interest rate swap

RLCH RCME

I RLCH < RCME because RLCH closer to the bid price, RCME closer to the ask price

I May very well be on the same order of magnitude as 1bps-3.5bps.

I Key determinant: order flow imbalance

I Should be irrelevant: Amount of collateral, number of arbitrageurs, dealer’s credit risk
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Subtracting the Adverse Selection Spread

May subtract the adverse selection spread

I The authors have transaction level data from LCH.

I Include trade direction?

I If so, authors may infer the adverse selection component of the bid-ask spread

I Can subtract it (adverse selection should be the same across CCPs).
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Static model, or unique predictions from the dynamic model?

Static model?

I All the 4 predictions seem deliverable by a static model

I Fundamental value: µt = µt−1 + εt, εt ∼ N (0, σ2) µ ∼ N (0, σ2)

I Adapt the dealer’s utility function

Unique predictions from the dynamic model?

I Transaction price pt still a martingale? Price momentum or mean-reverting?

I Dynamics of the CCP basis?
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Conclusion

I Clearing across different CCPs costs redundant collateral posting

I Dealers charge a “spread”—CCP basis—to recover the additional collateral cost

I Evidence consistent with model predictions

I Adverse selection explains a “spread” in the same direction—can be subtracted away first

I Static model or derive unique predictions of the dynamic model
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